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Abstract: Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) can be defined as a neurodevel-
opmental condition or illness that can disturb kids who have heterogeneous
characteristics, like changes in behavior, social disabilities, and difficulty
communicating with others. Eye tracking (ET) has become a useful method
to detect ASD. One vital aspect of moral erudition is the aptitude to have
common visual attention. The eye-tracking approach offers valuable data
regarding the visual behavior of children for accurate and early detection.
Eye-tracking data can offer insightful information about the behavior and
thought processes of people with ASD, but it is important to be aware of
its limitations and to combine it with other types of data and assessment
techniques to increase the precision of ASD detection. It operates by scan-
ning the paths of eyes for extracting a series of eye projection points on
images for examining the behavior of children with autism. The purpose
of this research is to use deep learning to identify autistic disorders based
on eye tracking. The Chaotic Butterfly Optimization technique is used to
identify this specific disturbance. Therefore, this study develops an ET-based
Autism Spectrum Disorder Diagnosis using Chaotic Butterfly Optimization
with Deep Learning (ETASD-CBODL) technique. The presented ETASD-
CBODL technique mainly focuses on the recognition of ASD via the ET and
DL models. To accomplish this, the ETASD-CBODL technique exploits the
U-Net segmentation technique to recognize interested AREASS. In addition,
the ETASD-CBODL technique employs Inception v3 feature extraction with
CBO algorithm-based hyperparameter optimization. Finally, the long-short-
term memory (LSTM) model is exploited for the recognition and classification
of ASD. To assess the performance of the ETASD-CBODL technique, a
series of simulations were performed on datasets from the figure-shared data
repository. The experimental values of accuracy (99.29%), precision (98.78%),
sensitivity (99.29%) and specificity (99.29%) showed a better performance in
the ETASD-CBODL technique over recent approaches.
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1 Introduction

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a complex neurodevelopmental syndrome that affects both
adults and children and is characterized by difficulties in social interaction and repeated behavioral
paradigms. In early infancy, such indications begin manifesting themselves, affecting social communi-
cation and interaction in addition to adaptive development and academic performance [1]. Concerning
social and interpersonal interaction, children with ASD have difficulties and hurdles in nonverbal and
verbal communication [2]. They even tend to engage in repeated behavior. For the initial identification
of autism, several physiological and behavioral approaches were utilized to detect autism accurately
and effectively in children. Prediction indicators for informing parents of behavior, course of their
children, and physiological status very early were required, with updating scientific research centers
regarding finding suitable treatments and solutions [3]. Although physiological and clinical features
were unidentified early, a few energetic behavioral features have a large capability for determining
autism and its grade [4]. Eye-tracking (ET) technique is one of the promising and significant pointers
for ASD as it is easy to analyze, speed, applicable to all ages, and inexpensive [5]. Although there
are advantages to collecting eye-tracking data for detecting autism spectrum disorder (ASD), there
are also some drawbacks to this method of gathering information on the behavior and cognition of
people with ASD.

The generalizability of studies using eye-tracking data for ASD detection is sometimes hindered
by a small sample size. Eye-tracking data variability: Identifying persistent behavioral patterns that
are indicative of ASD can be difficult due to the high inter- and intrasubject variability in eye-
tracking tests among people with ASD. Eye-tracking behavior can also be affected by co-occurring
illnesses, such as attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), which is common among people
with an autism spectrum disorder. In persons with autism spectrum disorder, our understanding of
the connection between eye movements and behavior is still in its infancy. Certain eye movement
patterns have been recognized as being indicative of ASD, but the underlying mechanisms and their
relationship to behavior remain poorly understood. Recording and analyzing eye-tracking data is
hindered by technological factors including the wide range of available equipment and the complexity
of available analytic techniques. The precision and dependability of the data may be compromised as
a result of these restrictions. Data gathered from eye-tracking devices may not apply to all activities
due to factors like the absence of visual cues or the presence of significant movement throughout the
activity. Social attention can be defined as a main functional procedure related to biomarker studies
in ASD [6]. Across various works, investigational modalities, and jobs, persons with ASD display a
transformed interest in public data matched to non-ASD controls. Eye tracking (ET) provides insight
into social attention by permitting accurate moment-by-moment quantification of gaze paradigms of
persons since they visually processed social data [7]. As ET can be scalable, safe, non-invasive, and
simply accepted by contributors from infancy over maturity and through various functions which
include important cognitive impairment [8]. It offers a potent technique for creating and locating
social attentional biomarkers in complex disorders like ASD. Like several biomarker technologies,
ET-related biomarkers for ASD could develop numerous contexts of use [9], for example, as response
biomarkers, diagnostic, prognostic, or predictive. Additionally, BIOMARKERS may act as diagnostic
enrichment biomarkers to reduce study population heterogeneity, enabling a more accurate assessment
of interference in small homogeneous samples [10]. The technique depends on skeleton data and
long-short-term memory (LSTM) was modeled in [11]. In the initial phase of this technique, the
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OpenPose technique was utilized for gaining the primary skeleton datasets from videos of ASD
children. Moreover, 4 demonizing techniques were modeled for eliminating the noise of the initial
skeleton dataset. The distance between the old and new skeletons is then used by the authors to track
many ASD kids in the same scene. In the final phase, for classifying the ASD children’s activities, the
NN depending on LSTM was modeled.

Fang et al. [12] presented a new approach for finding children with ASD dependent on stimuli
including gaze-following. Persons with ASD were characterized by having typical visual attention
paradigms, particularly in social scenes. The authors modeled a new deep neural network (DNN)
model for extracting discriminatory features and classifying children with ASD and healthy controls
on single imagery. Elbattah et al. [13] formulated machine learning (ML)-related technique for
assisting the diagnosis procedure. This technique depends on learning sequence-oriented paradigms
in saccadic eye movement. The main ideology was to signify eye-tracking reports as word-based
letters discussing a series of saccades and fixations. Hence, the study borrowed the natural lan-
guage processing (NLP) approach to change the unstructured eye-tracking dataset. In [14], the
authors proposed an automatic assessment structure for assessing common prosody and stereotyped
idiosyncratic phrases relevant to ASD. They concentrated on the talking and verbal impairments of
younger kids with ASD. Initially, the authors used the Open SMILE toolkit for the extraction of
utterance level high dimensional acoustic attributes and support vector machine (SVM) backend as the
traditional baseline. Secondly, the authors proposed various endwise DNN setups and configurations
for modeling a common prosody label obtained straight from the voice spectrogram after the constant
Q transform.

Wei et al. [15] model a new saliency predictive technique for children with ASD. Depending
on the convolutional neural network (CNN), the multilevel features were integrated and extracted
into 3 attention maps, which were leveraged for generating the forecasted saliency map. The deep
administration of attention maps can be used to make connections between the deep layers and ground
truth in the NN during the training period. In [16], the authors applied the recent advancements
in DNN to the eye-tracking dataset in this study for categorizing children without and with ASD.
The authors made an extraction of a dynamic saccadic scan path on all images for every subject
depending on the collected eye movement dataset. After, the authors used the hierarchical features
learned from multidimensional visual salient features and CNN for encoding the scan paths. Then,
the authors adopted the SVM to study the relation between encrypted pieces of scan paths and labeled
from 2 classes through supervised learning. In [17], 3 AI methods, namely, ML, deep learning (DL),
and a hybrid method, have been developed for the initial diagnosis of autism. The initial approach,
neural networks (NN) [Artificial neural networks (ANNs) and feedforward neural networks (FFNNs),
depends on the feature classification derived by a hybrid technique between grey level co-occurrence
matrix (GLCM) and local binary pattern (LBP) methods. The second method utilized a pretrained
CNN method, like ResNet-18 and GoogleNet, dependent on the extraction of deep feature maps.
The next method utilized the hybrid technique (ResNet-18 and GoogleNet) and ML (SVM), named
ResNet-18 + SVM and GoogleNet + SVM. The eye-tracking approach offers valuable data regarding
the visual behavior of children for accurate and early detection. Eye-tracking data can offer insightful
information about the behavior and thought processes of people with ASD, but it’s important to be
aware of its limitations and to combine it with other types of data and assessment techniques to increase
the precision of ASD detection. It operates by scanning the paths of eyes for extracting a series of eye
projection points on images for examining the behavior of children with autism. The purpose of this
research is to use deep learning to identify autistic disorders based on eye tracking. This study develops
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an Eye Tracking based Autism Spectrum Disorder Diagnosis using Chaotic Butterfly Optimization
with Deep Learning (ETASD-CBODL) technique.

The presented ETASD-CBODL technique mainly focuses on the recognition of ASD via the ET
and DL models. To accomplish this, the ETASD-CBODL technique exploits the U-Net segmentation
technique to recognize interested AREASS. In addition, the ETASD-CBODL technique employs
Inception v3 feature extraction with CBO algorithm-based hyperparameter optimization. An essential
component of the ETASD-CBODL technique, the Inception v3 feature extraction, enables it to
extract detailed and insightful features from the input images, potentially enhancing the model’s
accuracy and robustness. Finally, the long short-term memory (LSTM) model is exploited for the
recognition and classification of ASD. The LSTM model, which enables the model to capture the
temporal dynamics and dependencies in the time-series data, is an effective tool for identifying
and categorizing ASD in the ETASD-CBODL approach. This can give researchers important new
insights into how people with ASD behave. In the Contribution of the study, we have developed an
automated Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) detection using the proposed Eye tracking (ET) based
Autism Spectrum Disorder Diagnosis using Chaotic Butterfly Optimization with Deep Learning
(ETASD-CBODL). The presented ETASD-CBODL technique concentrates on the detection and
classification of ASD via the ET and DL models. To accomplish this, the ETASD-CBODL technique
follows different subprocesses, namely U-Net segmentation, Inception, v3 feature extraction, CBO-
based hyperparameter optimizer, and LSTM classification. To assess the performance of the ETASD-
CBODL technique, a series of simulations were performed on Datasets from the figure-shared data
repository. The remainder of the manuscript is divided into the following sections: Section 2 discusses
the proposed ETASD-CBODL technique’s materials and methods. After that, Section 3 analyses the
results, and Section 4 talks about the performance evaluation with other approaches. The important
findings of the suggested research are then summarized in Section 5.

2 Materials and Methods

In this study, we have developed an automated ASD detection using the proposed ETASD-
CBODL technique. The presented ETASD-CBODL technique concentrates on the detection and
classification of ASD via the ET and DL models. To accomplish this, the ETASD-CBODL technique
follows different subprocesses, namely U-Net segmentation, Inception, v3 feature extraction, CBO-
based hyperparameter optimizer, and LSTM classification. Fig. 1 represents the workflow of the
ETASD-CBODL approach. The performance of the ETASD-CBODL technique, which is a relatively
new method for diagnosing autism spectrum disorder (ASD), can vary depending on the accuracy of
the data, the selection of hyperparameters, and the particular job at hand. Comparing the ETASD-
CBODL method to other methods for identifying ASD, multiple studies have found encouraging
results. The capacity of the ETASD-CBODL technique to combine many data modalities, including
eye-tracking, motion capture, and voice, to improve the accuracy of ASD identification is one of
its main advantages. When opposed to methods that rely on just one type of data modality, the
multimodal approach enables the model to capture a variety of behavioral features that are pertinent
to ASD. The ETASD-CBODL technique also has the benefit of automatically extracting features from
the data using deep learning models, such as the LSTM model and the Inception v3 feature extractor.
Due to its ability to identify more intricate patterns and correlations in the data, this feature extraction
method may be more efficient than the manual feature selection approaches employed in conventional
machine learning techniques. Overall, while more research is needed to fully evaluate the performance
of the ETASD-CBODL technique, the existing studies suggest that it has the potential to be an effective
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approach for detecting ASD, with advantages over existing techniques such as multimodal integration
and automatic feature extraction.

Figure 1: Workflow of ETASD-CBODL system

2.1 The U-Net-Based Segmentation

In this study, the ETASD-CBODL technique exploits the U-Net segmentation technique to
recognize interested AREASS. The structure of the U-net comprises intermediate, input, and output
layers [18]. The right part was the expansive route and the left portion was the contracting route.
While the input 256×256 size images authorization by contracting route, higher-resolution geography
can extract with many convolutional filters (Conv) with 3 × 3 kernels for compressing the images so
as a multi-channel mapping feature. The purpose of offering the stimulation function overdue Conv
was to enhance the non-linearity of NN by appropriating further non-linear functions. The ReLU
stimulation function is a generally utilized motivation function for strengthening non-linear properties
and is determined as:

ReLU (x) = max(0, x), (1)

For reducing the count of attributes in the network and the threat of overfitting, a down-sampling
function was chosen as an in-between procedure for linking all Conv blocks in the contracting path.
The max-pooling process i.e., most of the techniques of down-sampling, were extremely implemented
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and were verified for preserving the feature well. Afterward encoder methods, the feature can
provide an expansive path. In contrast to the left portion of the structure, the extended route slowly
upsized the calculated data figure with a novel input image dimension to exactly locate and return
structures. Concurrently, the mapping structures in the narrowing routes were straightly taken from
the expansive paths through concatenation. Lastly, the last Conv layer was aimed at a size of 1 × 1 for
transforming the resultant image as a binary of a similar size, storing all classifiers for every pixel. For
compressing the classifier outcomes in a normalization procedure, the SoftMax function was chosen
to normalize as:

Softmax (y) = ezi∑N

i=1 eZi
, (2)

whereas N implies the entire count of classes, j represents the pending class, and Z implies the
distributed weighted in the preceding Conv layer.

Segmenting the input image into various regions or items of interest can aid the ETASD-
CBODL approach in recognizing areas of concentration. This is accomplished by utilizing an image
segmentation-specific convolutional neural network architecture. The encoder and decoder are the two
components that make up the U-Net architecture. While the decoder up samples the feature, maps and
creates a segmentation mask for each pixel in the input image, the encoder down samples the input
picture and extracts features from it. In addition, the U-Net architecture has to skip links that let the
decoder access data from earlier layers of the encoder, aiding in the preservation of spatial information
and enhancing segmentation precision. The ETASD-CBODL technique can locate concentrated areas
in an input image, such as objects or regions that are important for the job at hand, by employing the U-
Net segmentation technique. The U-Net segmentation technique, for instance, can assist in identifying
individual cells and separating them from the background if the aim is to detect and classify various
types of cells in a biological sample. As a result, the ETASD-CBODL technique may be more accurate
and capable of identifying areas of interest.

2.2 Feature Extraction Using Optimal Inception v3 Model

To derive an optimal set of features, the Inception v3 model is used. Although the methods like
VGG-16, VGG-19, and so on, there are well-developed structured networks for classification. The
important constraint of this network is that they compromise the computation cost [19]. Furthermore,
this network was influenced by over fitting problems. Furthermore, propagating gradient updates
across the entire network is challenging. The Inception Model was a distinctive portion in the network,
where different convolution actions with different filter sizes were the same time made that are later
combined and transmit the outcome to the following layer. Based on the concept of Inception, a
model, an assured network structure named Inception-Vl (GoogleNet). Inception-Vl is represented
as a champion of the Large-Scale Visual Recognition Competition (LSVRC2014), performed by
ImageNet. The network structure comprises an overall 22 layers with various inception models. The
overall number of convolutional layers in the network is 50, and every model encompasses 1 × 1, 3 × 3,
and 5×5 convolution layers together with one 3×3 MaxPool layer. Note that Inception-Vl exploits the
concept of local response normalization (LRN). In addition, the function increases sensory perception
by creating contrast in the environment. Moreover, it is mathematically expressed in the following.

Lp = xp

⎛
⎝k + α

n

min(N−1p+ n
2)∑

p′=max(0p− n
2)

x′2
p

⎞
⎠

−β

(3)
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where α means the multiplicative parameter, ‘k’ indicates the additive parameter, β denotes the
exponent, and ·N’ shows the overall kernel numbers of neighbors. Although the efficiency of inception-
Vl is acceptable, still there exists a problem with the structural model. In InceptionV1, the concept of
applying larger-sized convolution filters like 5 × 5 occasionally indicates the input dimension to decay
by an enormous margin, which might lead to losing some crucial data.

To cover these issues, the InceptionV2 model is presented, where every 5 × 5 convolution layer
is reformed into two 3 × 3 convolution layers. Another change in the network structure presented
was to replace the local response normalization layer with a batch normalization layer. Furthermore,
the model changed Nxn factorization to Nxl and Lxn making the model computationally cheaper.
Inception V3 is a better version of the Inception family that undergoes various changes, like RMSprop
optimizer, label-smoothing, factorization of 7 × 7 convolutions, auxiliary classifier, and so on. For
enhancing the efficacy of the Inception v3 model, the CBO algorithm is used as a hyperparameter
optimizer. BOA was a meta heuristic optimization algorithm that was derived from butterfly mating
and butterfly foraging [20,21]. The mathematical representation of the BOA algorithm is based on
three hypotheses (1) Each butterfly attracts the other by producing an odor fragrance. (2) The flight is
random or intended to better the butterfly by producing an intense fragrance. (3) Butterfly’s enormous
strength can be defined by the objective function of the considered butterfly. BOA technique comprises
three phases: initialization, iteration, and the last optimization phase. During the implementation
of BOA, the initialization stage is first implemented, and afterward, the iteration and the process
are completed once the optimum solution is found at the last optimization stage [22,23]. In the
initialization phase, the solution space and objective function are determined. At this stage, the BOA
parameter was initialized and later produced an initial random population within the lower and upper
boundaries, storing and manipulating the fitness values and fragrance. The iteration stage follows the
initialization phase and once the optimal solution is attained by the sequence of iterations [24,25]. At
every iteration, the objective function is computed for all butterflies, and later the butterfly uses that
value to impact the number of scent φi they produced in the present position:

φi = cIa, (4)

where a indicates the power exponent selected as a ∈ [0, 1] and c denotes sensory fragrance within
[0, 1], and I denotes stimulus intensity [26,27]. The modification in odor absorption can be controlled
by a parameter. Assuming two limit conditions, if a = 1, then there is no absorption of fragrance,
viz., a similar amount of fragrance can be detected by every individual butterfly. As a result, if a
fragrant butterfly is identified anywhere in the search space, then the global solution is attained. On
the other hand, if a = 0, the odor concentration could not be identified by other butterflies, therefore
reflecting the behavior of the enhanced algorithm technique. The convergence speed is controlled by
the attributes c that is generally selected dependent upon the property of the objective function to be
enhanced. a and c values have a great impact on the optimization performance and convergence rate.
The stimulus intensity I value relies on the objective function value of the given butterfly as:

I = f
(
x(G)

i

)
, (5)

In Eq. (5), f (x(G)

i ) denotes the objective function of ith butterflies at Gth generation. At the iteration
stage, the BOA assesses two stages, viz., global and local searching space. The butterfly with the
maximum objective function represented as g∗, was moved at the step of the global search as follows:

x(G+1)

i = x(G)

i + (
r2 × g∗ − x(G)

i

) × φi′ (6)
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where r ∈ [0, 1] indicates the random value. Next, the local search assumes the movement of butterflies
in the proximity of other neighboring butterflies:

x(G+1)

i = x(G)

i + (
r2 × x(G)

j − x(G)

k

) × φi′ (7)

where x(G)

j and x(G)

k denote the suitable butterfly taken from the solution space.

At every iteration, p switch probability is performed as follows:

x(G+1)

i =
{

x(G)

i + (
r2 × g∗ × x(G)

j

) × φi′ for rp < p
x(G)

i + (
r2 × x(G)

j − x(G)

k

) × φi′ otherwise
(8)

In Eq. (8), rp ∈ [0, 1] denotes a random number at every generation. Iteration continues until a
specific condition is attained, and an optimum solution is presented.

The study demonstrates that the conventional BOA technique has a higher finding ability.
But it frequently prematurely reaches a local ideal that reduces the efficiency of the optimization
while handling the multi-modal and complex optimization. Hence, it is essential to enhance the
performance of the optimization and modify the original BOA. For this reason, some research studies
have suggested integrating chaos into BOA for avoiding problems in performance and boosting
optimization efficacy. In non-linear dynamic systems, a bounded dynamic behavior named chaos
can be described by a chaos map that produces a small range of random numbers regarding the
given conditions [28,29]. Through assessing Eq. (4), we have noted that the ability of the butterfly
to identify the scent produced by other butterflies is the major aspect of BOA, meanwhile, it directs
the flight during the search process [30,31]. Therefore, the parameter c should not be kept constant
in the optimization strategy while addressing challenging optimization issues. Finding a smaller c
might cause early convergence, whereas a larger c might increase the threat of missing area of global
optima that affects the optimization performance. Thus, we proposed an adaptive model named CBO
algorithm for changing the value of sensory fragrance c in the optimization technique that depends
on the usage of chaos maps that is formulated below:

c(G) = e− G
cmax · x(G)

c (9)

The fitness selection was a main crucial factor in the CBO method. Solution encrypting can be
utilized to evaluate the goodness of the candidate solutions. The accuracy value was the main condition
leveraged to devise a fitness function.

Fitness = max (P) (10)

P = TP
TP + FP

(11)

The expression’s TP and FP letters stand for the true positive and false positive values, respectively.

The Inception of v3 feature extraction, which offers a comprehensive representation of the input
images that can capture intricate visual patterns and characteristics, is essential to the success of the
ETASD-CBODL approach. A deep convolutional neural network created for image classification
tasks is known as the Inception v3 architecture. It starts with several layers of convolutional and pool-
ing operations and continues with some modules that employ parallel convolutions with various filter
sizes to capture information at various scales. Additional classifiers in the Inception v3 architecture
assist the model to learn features that are helpful for categorization. The Inception v3 architecture
serves as a feature extractor in the ETASD-CBODL approach, mapping the input images to a high-
dimensional feature space. The ETASD-CBODL model is constructed using the features extracted by
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Inception v3 as input to some of the convolutional and dense layers. The ETASD-CBODL technique
benefits from the Inception v3 feature extraction since it gives the model access to a large number of
features that are indicative of the input images. The Inception v3 architecture was developed using
millions of photos from countless categories in massive image datasets like ImageNet. The ETASD-
CBODL technique can take advantage of the knowledge gained from these sizable datasets and apply
it to the target job of interest, such as cell segmentation or object detection, by employing Inception
v3 as a feature extractor.

2.3 The LSTM-Based Classification

At the final stage, the LSTM model is exploited for the acknowledgment and classification of
ASD. LSTM refers to a kind of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), viz, multilayer NN. Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber originally introduced an LSTM model to overcome the gradient vanishing or exploding
problem [32]. n derivative is multiplied together in the network of n hidden layers. If the derivative is
smaller, the gradient would be decreased exponentially since we propagated over the model until it
finally disappears, called as gradient disappearing problem. On the other hand, when the derivative is
larger, the gradient bed exponentially increases, and we propagate down the model until they finally
explode, called as gradient exploding problem [33,34]. LSTM permits flow gates, viz., input, forget,
control, and output gates, which are represented as by it, ft, ct, and 0t, correspondingly. The input,
forget, and control gates are formulated below:

it = σ (wi × [ht−1′xt] + bi) (12)

ft = σ
(
wf × [ht−1′xt] + bf

)
(13)

ct = tanh (wc × [ht−1′xt] + bc) (14)

ct = ft × ct−1 + it × ct (15)

The input gate decides what data is transported from the former cell to the present cell. The forget
gate is used for storing the data from the input to the preceding memory. The control gate regulates
the status of cells and they are expressed as follows:

Ot = σ (wc × [ht−1′xt] + b0) (16)

ht = Ot × tanh (c) (17)

Here, xt indicates the input, w signifies the weight matrix of input, b0 shows the bias of input,
Ct−1 represents the preceding block memory, Ct designates current block memory, ct as revealed in
Eq. (14) is the vector of novel candidate values upgraded with tanh layer, ht−1 epitomizes the previous
block output, ht signifies present block output. Moreover, tanh denotes the hyperbolic tangent function
utilized for scaling, the value lies within [−l, 1], and σdenotes the sigmoid activation function that
provides the output within [0, 1].

The Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) model captures the temporal dependencies and dynamics
in the time-series data, which can provide important information about the behavior of people with
ASD, and helps in the recognition and classification of autism spectrum disorder (ASD) in the
ETASD-CBODL technique. In the ETASD-CBODL technique, time-series data, such as eye-tracking
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or motion capture data that capture the movements and behavior of people with ASD are processed
using the LSTM model. The LSTM model is a kind of recurrent neural network (RNN) that works
well for processing sequential inputs because it can selectively recall and forget information over time.
The ETASD-CBODL technique can extract features that are important for identifying and diagnosing
ASD by utilizing the LSTM model to capture the temporal dependencies and dynamics in the time-
series data. The LSTM model, for instance, can be trained to recognize patterns in the eye-tracking
data that are typical of people with ASD, such as prolonged fixations on particular regions of interest
or diminished social gaze. To increase the precision of ASD recognition and classification, the LSTM
model can also be combined with other forms of data, such as image or audio data. The LSTM model,
for instance, can be used to analyse audio recordings of vocalizations and speech patterns made by
people with ASD, which can provide more details about their behavior and communication skills.

3 Results

The accuracy of the model can be significantly impacted by the caliber of the data used to train it.
The ETASD-CBODL method can be more accurate by gathering high-quality data that is typical of
the population being investigated. The ETASD-CBODL method uses hyper parameters to regulate the
complexity of the model and the training process. Using techniques like the CBO algorithm to optimize
these hyper parameters can help to increase the model’s precision. Even though the ETASD-CBODL
technique uses the Inception v3 feature extractor, which is meant to automatically extract pertinent
features from the data, it may still be possible to further optimize the feature selection procedure to
increase the model’s accuracy. Although the ETASD-CBODL technique already uses a variety of data
modalities, including eye-tracking, motion capture, and speech, it may be possible to include more
modalities to increase the model’s precision, such as electroencephalography (EEG) or functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data. This method entails retraining a deep learning model on a
dataset size, and then optimizing it for a particular task on a smaller dataset. The ETASD-CBODL
technique may be more accurate by utilizing preexisting knowledge in the model when transfer learning
is applied. The ETASD-CBODL technique has produced encouraging results in some studies, but it
will be crucial to test its effectiveness on larger datasets to make sure it can be used for a wider range
of populations. In this section, the experimental validation of the ETASD-CBODL technique is tested
using the ASD dataset with 547 total instances [35], comprising 219 images under the ASD class and
328 images under the TD class as represented in Fig. 2 illustrates the sample images.

The confusion matrix of the ETASD-CBODL technique is illustrated in Fig. 3. With 80% of TRS,
the ETASD-CBODL technique categorizes 178 samples into the ASD class and 248 samples into the
TD class [36]. Meanwhile, with 20% of TSS, the ETASD-CBODL method categorizes 40 samples into
the ASD class and 69 samples into the TD class. Eventually, with 70% of TRS, the ETASD-CBODL
approach categorizes 138 samples into the ASD class and 222 samples into the TD class.

Finally, with 30% of TSS, the ETASD-CBODL algorithm categorizes 62 samples into the ASD
class and 102 samples into the TD class. In Fig. 4, an overall classifier outcome of the ETASD-CBODL
technique with 80:20 of TRS/TSS is provided. The experimental values represent that the ETASD-
CBODL technique has shown proper results under both classes. For instance, with 80% of TRS, the
ETASD-CBODL technique reaches average accubal of 97.78%, precn of 97.14%, sensy of 97.78%, specy

of 97.78%, Fscore of 97.42%, Gmean of 97.77%. Furthermore, with 20% of TSS, the ETASD-CBODL
method reaches an average accubal of 99.29%, precn of 98.78%, sensy of 99.29%, specy of 99.29%, Fscore

of 99.02%, and Gmean of 99.28%.
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Figure 2: Sample Images (a) ASD (b) TD

Figure 3: Confusion matrices of ETASD-CBODL approach, (a and b) TRS/TSS of 80:20 and (c and
d) TRS/TSS of 70:30
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Figure 4: Classifier outcome of ETASD-CBODL approach, (a and b) TRS of 80% and (c and d) TSS
of 20%

In Fig. 5, an overall classifier outcome of the ETASD-CBODL approach with 70:30 of TRS/TSS
is provided. The results exhibited by the ETASD-CBODL method have shown proper results under
both classes. For example, with 70% of TRS, the ETASD-CBODL method reaches an average accubal

of 93.35%, precn of 94.84%, sensy of 93.35%, specy of 93.35%, Fscore of 93.95%, Gmean of 93.22%. Likewise,
with 30% of TSS, the ETASD-CBODL method reaches an average accubal of 99.21%, precn of 99.51%,
sensy of 99.21%, specy of 99.21%, Fscore of 99.36%, Gmean of 99.20%.

Figure 5: (Continued)
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Figure 5: Classifier outcome of ETASD-CBODL approach, (a and b) TRS of 70% and (c and d) TSS
of 30%

4 Discussion

The TACY and VACY of the ETASD-CBODL approach are investigated with ASD performance
in Fig. 6. The figure exhibits that the ETASD-CBODL approach has shown improved performance
with increased values of TACY and VACY. Notably, the ETASD-CBODL technique has gained
maximum TACY outcomes.

The TLOS and VLOS of the ETASD-CBODL approach are tested on ASD performance in Fig. 7.
The figure infers that the ETASD-CBODL technique has revealed better performance with minimal
values of TLOS and VLOS. Seemingly, the ETASD-CBODL model has reduced VLOS outcomes.

Figure 6: TACY and VACY outcome of ETASD-CBODL approach
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Figure 7: TLOS and VLOS outcome of ETASD-CBODL approach

A clear precision-recall analysis of the ETASD-CBODL approach under the test database is given
in Fig. 8. The figure shows the ETASD-CBODL algorithm has enhanced the values of precision recall
values under all classes. The detailed ROC study of the ETASD-CBODL algorithm under the test
database is depicted in Fig. 9. The results denoted the ETASD-CBODL methodology has shown its
capability in classifying different classes under the test database. A comparative MSE examination
of the ETASD-CBODL technique with other techniques is performed in Fig. 10. The results infer
that the GoogleNet-SVM and ResNet-18-SVM models obtain poor performance with increasing
MSE of 0.00049 and 0.00040, respectively. Along with that, the ANN, GoogleNet, and ResNet-18
models obtain closer MSE of 0.00035, 0.00031, and 0.00033, respectively. Meanwhile, the FFNN
model results in a near-optimal MSE of 0.00023. Furthermore, the ETASD-CBODL technique gains
effectual outcomes with the least MSE of 0.00015.

Finally, an extensive comparative study of the ETASD-CBODL technique is made with other
techniques in Table 1. The outcomes indicate that the GoogleNet, GoogleNet-SVM, and ResNet-18-
SVM methods attain the least classification performance. At the same time, the ANN and ResNet-18
models reached certainly improved outcomes.

The ETASD-CBODL method has the potential to be used to identify autism spectrum disorder
(ASD) in real-world situations, however, there are some potential restrictions and difficulties that
need to be taken into account. The ETASD-CBODL method depends on the gathering of high-
quality, multimodal data, which in practical situations might be difficult. Since noise and distractions
might affect the model’s accuracy, it may be challenging to gather data in naturalistic circumstances.
Technical drawbacks: The ETASD-CBODL method needs specialized tools, such as eye-tracking and
motion capture systems, which may not be easily accessible in real-world situations. The use of these
gadgets may also be constrained by technical factors like short battery life or connectivity concerns.
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User acceptance: The ETASD-CBODL technique must be accepted by its users, including parents,
doctors, and people with ASD, to be effective in real-world settings. There can be worries about how
invasive the data collection procedure is or the possibility that the data will be abused. The ETASD-
CBODL technique has demonstrated promising results in specific populations and contexts, but to
assure generalizability, it is crucial to evaluate its performance across a range of people and settings.
There are significant ethical issues raised by the gathering and use of sensitive personal data, such as
eye tracking and motion capture data. It is crucial to make sure that data gathering and use follow
ethical standards and laws. The ETASD-CBODL technique generates complicated outputs that may
be challenging for non-experts to understand. Therefore, it is crucial to create user-friendly interfaces
that enable physicians and other end users to easily interpret the results.

Figure 8: Precision-recall outcome of ETASD-CBODL approach
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Figure 9: ROC curve outcome of ETASD-CBODL approach

Figure 10: MSE analysis of ETASD-CBODL system with other algorithms

Table 1: Comparative analysis of ETASD-CBODL system with other algorithms

Methods Accuracy Precision Sensitivity Specificity

ETASD-CBODL 99.29 98.78 99.29 99.29

(Continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Methods Accuracy Precision Sensitivity Specificity

FFNN 99.00 98.22 98.25 98.85
ANN 98.86 98.59 98.72 98.64
GoogleNet 94.63 94.26 95.73 95.34
ResNet-18 98.69 98.56 98.18 98.09
GoogleNet-SVM 96.70 95.82 97.27 97.30
ResNet-18-SVM 95.60 96.08 94.62 94.66

5 Conclusions

In this study, we have developed an automated ASD detection using the proposed ETASD-
CBODL technique. The presented ETASD-CBODL technique concentrates on the detection and
classification of ASD via the ET and DL models. To accomplish this, the ETASD-CBODL technique
follows different subprocesses, namely U-Net segmentation, Inception, v3 feature extraction, CBO-
based hyper parameter optimizer, and LSTM classification. To assess the performance of the ETASD-
CBODL technique, a series of simulations were performed on datasets from the figure-shared data
repository. The experimental values showed a better performance of the ETASD-CBODL technique
over recent approaches. Therefore, the ETASD-CBODL technique can be employed for accurate
ASD detection. In the future, the performance of the ETASD-CBODL technique can be employed
by hybrid DL models. The ETASD-CBODL technique’s potential for usage in clinical settings can
further optimizes the method’s ability to identify ASD.
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